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alter landscapes      
to suit animals…
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animals to fit 
landscapes…
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Nurture Innovation
and Adaptation

Understanding Engaging

BEHAVE is dedicated to integrating understanding of behavioral 
principles and processes with indigenous knowledge to enhance social, 

economic and environmental values of rural communities and landscapes
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Select for Select for 
LocallyLocally--AdaptedAdapted

CreaturesCreatures

How can we work with nature?How can we work with nature?
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What does 
it mean for 
creatures…
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…to be locally 
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1935: 75-lb lambs, cull ewes with twins

1985: 90-lb lambs, 150% lamb crop
Our ewes were strong and as well 

muscled as deer, and yours wouldn’t  
last a day where ours went.
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They were crazy.                    
Once the knowledge is gone,            

you can’t get it back just like that. 
They didn’t even have a dog that knew 

anything. When they went through 
here, you knew they were looking     
for trouble. And they found it.

George Whitten
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…life-long 
influences on 

food and habitat 
selection

………lifelifelife---long long long 
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food and habitat food and habitat food and habitat 
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Experience Early in Life 
Influences Performance
Experience Early in Life Experience Early in Life Experience Early in Life 
Influences PerformanceInfluences PerformanceInfluences Performance

Body weight *            *          *
Body condition *            *          *
Milk production *            *          -
Post-partum interval  *            *          -

Body weight *            *          *
Body condition *            *          *
Milk production *            *          -
Post-partum interval  *            *          -

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3Year 1 Year 2 Year 3
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Old dogs learn new 
tricks, young dogs 

learn them quicker…

Old dogs learn new Old dogs learn new 
tricks, young dogs tricks, young dogs 

learn them quicker…learn them quicker…



Role of learning in Role of learning in 
local adaptationlocal adaptation

Importance of  Importance of  
learning in relearning in re--

locating animalslocating animals



How might pre-
historic grazing 
have differed…
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from grazing 
during this past 

century?

from grazing from grazing from grazing 
during this past during this past during this past 
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With livestock, we have 
come to rely on fences and 

grazing systems to influence 
diet and habitat selection 

and in turn ecosystem 
processes…
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not considered in studies   
of ecosystem processes
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In livestock, extended families 
form when calves, lambs, and 

kids aren’t weaned
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Do bison live in     
extended families?

Do interactions within   
and among families lead   

to rotational grazing 
without fences?
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What does What does What does 
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…to be a 
matriarch?
………to be a to be a to be a 

matriarch?matriarch?matriarch?



Rather than fence, can we use low-stress 
techniques to move cattle in circuits that 

increase their use of weeds?
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How can livestock            
enhance and maintain 

landscapes - soil, water, 
wildlife, biodiversity –

for society?
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Can we get          
a handle on 

weeds…
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…through 
grazing, and    
if so, how?

………through through through 
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To use animals 
successfully, we must 

change our thinking from 
animals as tools to animals 

as an ongoing part of 
managing systems.

To use animals 
successfully, we must 

change our thinking from 
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as an ongoing part of 
managing systems.
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PreferencesPreferences
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Animals can be 
trained…

Animals can be Animals can be Animals can be 
trained…trained…trained…
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Cattle can be      
trained to eat 
leafy spurge, 

knapweed, 
thistle…
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Sheep can be 
trained to avoid 

eating grape vines 
in organic orchards

Sheep can be 
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All plants contain 
secondary compounds…
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cyanogenic glycosidescyanogenic glycosides

glycoalkaloidsglycoalkaloids tomatine alkaloidstomatine alkaloids

glucosinolatesglucosinolates



Secondary compounds 
limit intake, and cause 

animals to eat a 
variety of foods
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Animals self-medicate   
with secondary compounds, 

clays, and charcoal
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Supplementing 
cattle with     

polyethylene 
glycol… 
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…can reduce 
the abundance 

of sericea 

………can reduce can reduce can reduce 
the abundance the abundance the abundance 
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Nutrients help too…Nutrients help too…Nutrients help too…Nutrients help too…
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In 2001
Low Stock Densities 

and Inadequate 
Supplement        
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Everybody’s DifferentEverybody’s DifferentEverybody’s DifferentEverybody’s Different
Fingerprints and odors

Organs (brain, stomach, liver)
Endocrine glands (appetites, emotions)
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MeanMeanMean

Ability to Cope with Nutrient or ToxinAbility to Cope with Nutrient or ToxinAbility to Cope with Nutrient or Toxin



Biochemical diversity enables 
individuals to regulate intake 

of nutrients and toxins

Biochemical diversity enables Biochemical diversity enables Biochemical diversity enables 
individuals to regulate intake individuals to regulate intake individuals to regulate intake 

of nutrients and toxinsof nutrients and toxinsof nutrients and toxins

Biodiversity MattersBiodiversity MattersBiodiversity MattersBiodiversity Matters





Plant diversity 
can enhance 

performance…

Plant diversity Plant diversity Plant diversity 
can enhance can enhance can enhance 

performance…performance…performance…

…health, and 
profitability  
on pastures…

………health, and health, and health, and 
profitability  profitability  profitability  
on pastures…on pastures…on pastures…
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Mule deer eat more of a combination of   
sagebrush and juniper (12 g/kg BW/d)           

than of either sagebrush (4 g/kg BW/d)         
or juniper (8 g/kg BW/d) alone
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AlkaloidsAlkaloidsAlkaloids

TerpenesTerpenesTerpenesTanninsTanninsTannins

Cyanogenic
Glycosides
CyanogenicCyanogenic
GlycosidesGlycosides

We have much to learn  
about health benefits 
and complementarities
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The availability             
of alternative foods 

influences how readily 
animals learn to eat 
foods that contain  

secondary compounds
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availability  of 
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influences diet breadth
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Boom-Bust 
Grazing…
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learned to “mix 
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- inadvertently -
generations of 
herbivores …
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1. Rex Ranches use high stock densities         
for short periods to encourage cattle          

to eat a variety of plants. 
2. Leafy spurge occurs in patches, it does      

not dominate the landscape, so cattle         
don’t have to eat only spurge.

3. Other plants on the ranch complement    
leafy spurge biochemically, which better 

enables cattle to eat spurge. 
4. They keep their replacement heifers           

so young animals learn to eat leafy         
spurge from their mothers – it has         

become part of the culture. 
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to eat a variety of plants. 
2. Leafy spurge occurs in patches, it does      

not dominate the landscape, so cattle         
don’t have to eat only spurge.

3. Other plants on the ranch complement    
leafy spurge biochemically, which better 

enables cattle to eat spurge. 
4. They keep their replacement heifers           

so young animals learn to eat leafy         
spurge from their mothers – it has         

become part of the culture. 
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In Summary…In Summary…In Summary…In Summary…
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Implications of Behavior-
Based Management
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